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About This Guide
1. Related Documents

This guide is part of a set. The following list briefly describes each document in the set.

Product Overview Introduces the Aleri Streaming Platform and related Aleri
products.

Getting Started - the Aleri Studio Provides the necessary information to start using the Aleri Studio
for defining data models.

Release Bulletin Describes the features, known issues and limitations of the latest
Aleri Streaming Platform release.

Installation Guide Provides instructions for installing and configuring the Streaming
Processor and Aleri Studio, which collectively are called the Aleri
Streaming Platform.

Authoring Guide Provides detailed information about creating a data model in the
Aleri Studio. Since this is a comprehensive guide, you should
read the Introduction to Data Modeling and the Aleri Studio. first.

Authoring Reference Provides detailed information about creating a data model for the
Aleri Streaming Platform.

Guide to Programming Interfaces Provides instructions and reference information for developers
who want to use Aleri programming interfaces to create their own
applications to work with the Aleri Streaming Platform.

These interfaces include:

• the Publish/Subscribe (Pub/Sub) Application Programming In-
terface (API) for Java

• the Pub/Sub API for C++

• the Pub/Sub API for .NET

• a proprietary Command & Control interface

• an on-demand SQL query interface

Utilities Guide Collects usage information (similar to UNIX® man pages) for all
Aleri Streaming Platform command line tools.

Administrators Guide Provides instructions for specific administrative tasks related to
the Aleri Streaming Platform.

Introduction to Data Modeling and
the Aleri Studio

Walks you through the process of building and testing an Aleri
data model using the Aleri Studio.

SPLASH Tutorial Introduces the SPLASH programming language and illustrates its
capabilities through a series of examples.

Frequently Asked Questions Answers some frequently asked questions about the Aleri Stream-
ing Platform.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Who Should Use This Guide

This guide provides the necessary information to start using the Aleri Studio for defining data models in
the Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform. You'll want to refer to the other guides in the documentation set
for more detailed information.

Most users prefer to get started with the Aleri Studio, but data models can also be defined directly in
AleriML or Aleri SQL, with the text editor of your choice. You can start the Sybase Aleri Streaming
Platform and run from the command line when using AleriML or Aleri SQL. For users that want to take
that approach, see the Authoring Reference Manual.

1.2. Two Authoring Choices

Sybase's Complex Event Processing (CEP) software - the Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform - loads a
data model on startup. The data model defines the input streams, the dataflow, and the operations to pro-
duce derived streams.

You have two choices for creating a data model in the Aleri Studio:

Visual Authoring This is the starting default preferred by most new users. The model is created
by dropping streams onto a diagram and directing the flow of data by adding
connections between streams.

Aleri SQL Aleri SQL provides a fast and efficient way of defining a model for more ad-
vanced users.
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Chapter 2. Visual Authoring
You’ll want to start by either creating a new data model or opening an existing data model. Do this from
the File menu.

2.1. Key Concepts

The Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform loads a data model on startup. The data model contains informa-
tion about the data sources, data formats and the processing logic to be applied.

A data model consists of one or more source streams and one or more derived streams. All data
(streaming, periodically updated, or static) enters the model via a source stream. There can be any num-
ber of source streams.

Derived streams are produced by applying one or more operations to an input stream. An input stream
can be a source stream or another derived stream. Data flows from source streams to and through any
number of derived streams. There are different types of derived streams, each of which has various cap-
abilities with the types of operations it can apply to the incoming data. The flow of data is directed by
adding connectors that appear on the diagram as arrows.

Streams in Sybase also store data as incoming events, either adding rows to the table or updating rows in
the table. The columns in the table are derived from fields in the event.

Data Locations are external data sources or data destinations. The following are examples of Data Loca-
tions: a message bus, a socket, a database, a file or a market data system. Source streams are typically
configured with an Input Connection connecting them to a Data Location. Derived streams can be con-
figured with an Output Connection that directs the results to a Data Location that is a destination.
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2.2. A Tour of the Workspace

In the center is the diagram editor. This is where you create, view and edit the data model.

On the left is the Palette, which lists all of the stream types. To add a stream to the diagram, click on the
desired stream type in the Palette, then move the cursor to the diagram and click again.

Tucked behind the Palette are two important views: the Outline and the Data Location Explorer (see
the tabs along the top of this pane).

The Data Location Explorer defines new data locations as well as views and configures existing loca-
tions. The Templates folder includes templates for various types of Data Locations. The quickest way to
define a new Data Location is to start with a template and then set the properties for the specific Data
Location.

In the lower left is the Properties view. Here you can view and edit the properties of the item currently
selected in the diagram.

The Studio Shortcuts view in the lower right lists keyboard shortcuts available in the Aleri Studio.

2.3. Data Locations, Input Connections, and Output Connections

Start by defining one or more Data Locations to provide input data to the model. Do this from the Data
Location Explorer where all data locations are listed. You can create a new Data Location by clicking
on Create DataLocation , which will bring up the Edit Parameters dialogue.

2.3.1. Data Sources

You can use the Data Discovery feature to import the data format and create a connection if the location
exists and supports data discovery. To use the Data Discovery feature, select the Data Location in the
explorer and click the Discover tool in the toolbar of the Data Location Explorer. If the location is

available, the available data sets (streams, files, tables - depending on location type) will be shown in the
Explorer.

2.4. Adding Source Stream

Visual Authoring
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To create a source stream connected to an input data set, select the desired data set in the Data Location
Explorer and drag it onto the diagram. A new source stream will be created, with an input connection
already defined. The column definition of the source stream will also be defined, based on the format of
the data source.

2.4.1. Tips

If a particular data location isn’t currently available, you can build the model and connect it to the data
location later. You can either add a definition for the Data Location at this point or after the model is
built. For these Data Locations, you will want to add a source stream to the model manually, by clicking
on the stream type in the Palette, moving to the desired location on the diagram and clicking again. You
should then add the column definitions to the source stream, defining the name and datatype of each
column. Later you can add an Input Connection to the source stream to connect it to the Data Location.

To preview the data available from a connection, select the connection from the stream in verbose shape,
right click to bring up the context menu and Show->View Sample Data.

If you are connecting to a Data Location that has lots of columns and you only want a subset, rather than
dragging the data location onto the diagram to create a source stream, you can create a new source
stream from the Palette. You can add an Input Connection to the stream, then right click on the new In-
put Connection in the stream shape and select Create Columns from Connection.

2.5. Adding Derived Streams

Once you have added some or all of your source streams, you can begin to add derived streams to the
model. Click on the desired stream type in the Palette, move to the desired location on the diagram and
click again add that stream to the model.

There are nine types of Derived Streams:

Aggregate Groups records according to a common value in one or more columns and produces a
single summary record for each group. Takes a single input stream.

Filter Filters records according to a defined filter expression. Only records on the input stream
that cause the filter expression to be ‘true’ are included in the output. Takes a single in-
put stream.

Compute Computes output records from input records. The fields in the output record are com-
puted according to an expression defined for each column. Takes a single input stream.

Extend Is just like a Compute Stream, but does not require an expression for every column in
the output stream. Columns in the input stream are passed through unmodified and any
new columns are added according to the column expressions defined for the Extend
Stream. Takes a single input stream.

Pattern Watches for patterns of events and produces one or more output records whenever a
defined pattern is detected. Takes any number of input streams. Patterns can be defined
for a single stream or across multiple input streams.

Join Joins two or more streams to produce a single output stream. Just like a database join,
output records are produced by matching records from the input streams according to
common values in selected columns.

Union Merges two or more streams into a single stream. Input streams must have the same
format (column definitions).

Copy Produces a copy of the input stream. Primarily used for clustered models to provide a
local copy of an input stream. Can also be used to effect a self-join.

Visual Authoring
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Flex Is a programmable stream. Takes any number of input streams. Events on an input
stream invoke a method written in the SPLASH scripting language.

Then click on the Connector tool in the Palette, click on the stream that will provide input to the new
stream, and then click on the new stream. This will add an arrow to the diagram, showing the flow of
data.

Tip

If you hold down the Shift key when selecting the connector from the palette, you can create
multiple connections without selecting the connector each time. When finished adding connec-
tions, press the Esc key or click on the Select tool on the Palette.

2.6. Configuring Streams

Most properties of a stream can be set directly in the expanded shape on the diagram. Click on the

icon to expand the shape. Once expanded, the shape can be closed by clicking on the icon.

An expanded stream has three main areas: a colored title bar with a pull-down menu in the upper right
corner (marked with a triangle pointing down), a toolbar of buttons, and a set of compartments that can
be expanded or hidden by clicking on the and icons. The toolbar buttons add components to the

compartments.

Source streams have a Columns compartment that defines the names and types of the columns and key
columns, a Filters compartment that sets a possible filter expression, and more advanced compartments
labeled InputWindows, InputConnections, and OutputConnections.

The compartments vary within derived streams. All have an OutputConnections compartment. Derived
streams have an InputWindows compartment except for Join, Flex, and Pattern streams, some have
ColumnExpressions compartments (Compute, Extend, Join) whereas others have Columns compart-
ments (Flex and Pattern) for when the names and types of columns cannot be deduced. Copy, Filter, and
Union streams have a Read Only Columns compartment that displays the columns inherited from their
input streams.

2.7. Adding Output Connections

Visual Authoring
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There are two ways to add output connections:

In verbose shape (mode), click on the tool-button (Add Out Connection), then select the stream. After
that, right click to bring up the context menu, choose Create New Child->"Out Connection.

In Outline View, select the stream name and right click to bring up the context menu and choose Cre-
ate New Child->Out Connection.

Visual Authoring
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Chapter 3. SQL Authoring
SQL authoring is designed for users who are familiar with SQL and want the higher productivity that
can be achieved with it compared to visual authoring. However, the Aleri Studio only provides limited
assistance for authoring in Aleri SQL. New users are advised to start with Visual Authoring to get famil-
iar with data modeling concepts.

3.1. Key Concepts

Aleri SQL follows the ANSI SQL standard, with some extensions for real-time data streams. Tables rep-
resent streams or sets of data from external sources. Materialized Views represent derived streams. A
data model consists of one or more Create Table statements and one or more Create Materialized View
statements.

See the Authoring Reference Manual for a complete definition of the Aleri SQL syntax.

3.2. The Workspace

Data modeling using Aleri SQL is done from the Text Editor Perspective. This perspective simply
provides a text editor. Use Ctrl-space for input assistance. Use the Check Syntax button on the toolbar
to check for syntax errors before attempting to run the model.

3.3. Running a Model

Use the Run button in the toolbar to run the model. A temporary diagram of the model will be created
and displayed in the [Visual] Authoring Perspective.

3.4. Files Created

The Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform expects models defined in AleriML. Models written in Aleri SQL
are compiled into AleriML before they are run. The AleriML model is contained in a file with the same
root name as the SQL file, but with an extension of .xml. In addition, when running an SQL model from
the Aleri Studio, a temporary file with the extension of .notation is created in order to display a visual
diagram of the model.

Any changes made to the visual diagram will NOT be reflected in the SQL model, but changes are ap-
plied to the temporary AleriML model that was compiled.
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Chapter 4. Running and Testing Your Model
4.1. Quick Start: the Run Button

Press the Run button on the toolbar to run the model. This starts the Streaming Processor and loads the
active model that is open in the Aleri Studio. (Start-up options can be configured from the drop-down
menu available to the right of the Run button on the toolbar).

If the model loads successfully, you will see the following message in the console in the lower right of
the Studio window:

Server is Alive and Ready______

If errors in the model are found, you will see error messages in the console.

4.2. The Run-Test Perspective

Click on the Run-Test button in the Toolbar perspective to access the tools used to test, debug and fine
tune a model. Tools available in this perspective include:

Streamviewer Displays the output of individual streams.

Monitor Shows queue size, and CPU utilization of each stream in the model.

Debugger Allows you to set breakpoints in the execution of the model.

Input Tools Provides the capabilities to record and playback, upload data from files, manually
create input records, issue commands to the server and run ad-hoc queries against
the server.

4.2.1. Streamviewer

Probably one of the most useful tools for testing a data model. Click on the Streamviewer tab in the
Run-Test perspective. Click the Get Stream List button to see a list of all streams in the model. Double
click on a stream to open a live view of the data in that stream.
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Chapter 5. AleriRT for Microsoft Excel®
AleriRT for Microsoft Excel® is an add-in that lets you subscribe to and publish real-time data from the
Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform. It is not packaged with the Sybase Aleri Streaming Platform; for in-
structions to download and install it, contact your Sybase representative. You can subscribe to one or
more streams and optionally filter and project that data by providing a custom SQL statement. You can
publish data automatically whenever a cell in a block changes or manually after selecting a range of
cells.

5.1. Installing

To install AleriRT for Microsoft Excel®, run the setup.exe utility located in the IN-
STALL_DIR\drivers\aleriRt\win32 folder. Follow the screen instructions to install the .Net
FrameWork 2.0, Windows Installer and a patch for the .Net FrameWork 2.0, if needed. Next, follow the
screen instructions for installation.

Afterward, open Microsoft Excel® and verify that the AleriRT button is displayed in the toolbar. If it
isn't displayed, click the >> button to expand the toolbar to display all buttons. When the button is dis-
played, activate the add-in by opening the Microsoft Excel® program and clicking on Tools, then Add-
Ins. In the screen that appears, click on the Automation button and then in the next screen, choose
AleriRT.RTP from the list box and click on the OK button. The AleriRT.RTP add-in will now be vis-
ible in the first screen with a check mark against it. Now click on the OK button.

See the Installation Guide for more details.
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